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Dynamics of Moving Bubbles in Single and Binary Component Systems 
n
The dynamics of a single bubble moving in a quies-
cent liquid is analyzed for single and binary compo-
nent systems. The analysis is made for the region in 
which the bubble dynamics is controlled by the trans-
port of energy and/or mass, subject to thermodynamic 
phase-equilibrium at the bubble interface. 
The dynamics of moving bubble in a single-compo-
nent system is investigated initially. The interfacial 
temperature remains constant with time for this case. 
With the application of the boundary layer simplifica-
tion and approximating the velocity field around the 
bubble as a uniform flow, two asymptotic solutions 
of the bubble dynamics for small and large times are 
obtained by means of the coordinate perturbation 
method. The bubble behavior during small times is 
dominated by diffusion and/or radial convection 
while at large times it is controlled by diffusion and 
axial convection. In the analysis, the temperature dis-
tribution in the liquid around the bubble is obtained 
as a function of dimensionless parameters and uni-
versal functions. Then the total heat flux over the 
entire bubble surface is evaluated and related to the 
interfacial energy balance condition. The resulting 
equation is integrated to yield the bubble growth or 
collapse rate. The solutions for small and large times 
may be joined successfully at an intermediate time. 
It is disclosed that the dimensionless parameter 
= (' /R P&/ 2)/Ja governs the bubble dynamics, 
where K is a constant, Pe is the Peclet number, and 
Ja is the Jakob number. The results agree 'very well 
with experiments. 
For binary component systems, both injection cool-
ing and boiling are treated. The method employed is
the extension of that used for the single-component 
system. Both the interfacial temperature and concen-
tration vary with time. 
The dynamics of a moving bubble in injection cool-
ing is governed by the parameters y and 13 = ia/V Lu' 
where Lu' is the Lukomskiy number for gaseous 
phase. 
The dynamics in boiling binary component is a 
function of the parameters y, 0 1
 = Ja/-,/ti p'/p 
aO—al/aO and 01 = Ja/V'Lu p'/p X'o—Xo/ao . in which 
ao and al are the temperature gradients of the phase-
equilibrium curves, Lu is the Lukomskiy number for 
liquid phase, p and p' are the liquid and gaseous 
densities respectively, and is the relative 
volatility. The analytical results for the injection 
cooling case agree well with experiments. 
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